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The city Mumbai in India is an integral part of Indiaâ€™s economy because of several reasons. One of
the major reasons which have made this city to reach the topmost level is its tourism industry. The
government of Mumbai has worked considerably well to develop this city as tourism centered city.
As a result of this several hotels in Mumbai was developed over the years. Since, Mumbai is the
heart and soul of Bollywood, there is plenty of hotels in this city ranging from luxurious ones, which
are mostly used by film stars and politicians to average hotels which are used by the tourists from
different parts of the world. No matter type of hotel one selects for him, he would definitely be
greeted with warm smile and every effort would be done in order to make that individual satisfied.

Major hotels in Mumbai

Mentioned below are some of the most renowned hotels in Mumbai based on the number of stars-

â€¢	The Taj Mahal Hotel- this hotel is considered to be the best hotel not only in Mumbai but also in the
entire country. One of finest hotels in Mumbai which have also gained much respect all over the
world. The suits in this hotel are designed so fantastically that one would have never imagined them
throughout their life. The services are world class. It is perfect blend of aura and ambience.

â€¢	Hotel Ramada Plaza Palm Grove- it is a five star hotel which is located near the famous Juhu
Beach in Mumbai. Talking about the hotels in Mumbai, the palm grove hotel constitutes an integral
part and is a unique blend of beauty and pleasure.

â€¢	Hotel Milan International- if one is looking for a hotel which is also near to the international airport,
and then it is this hotel which they should be looking for. It is 3 star hotels but provide facilities which
are comparable to that provided by a 5 star hotel. It is mostly the foreign tourist who is mostly
attracted towards this hotel because of the simple reason of its location.

Conclusion-

Almost all the hotels in Mumbai have the same motto or vision and that is to provide ultimate
customer satisfaction. For this, all the hotels have worked hard to increase their service facilities so
that when a person returns back to his home after staying at their hotel, there is a smile on his face
rather than tension.
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